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Bhoj Reddy Engineering College for Women                    
(Sponsored by Sangam LaxmibaiVidyapeet, approved by AICTE and affiliated to JNTUH) 

Vinaynagar, IS Sadan Crossroads, Saidabad, Hyderabad – 500 059, Telangana. www.brecw.ac.in 

Admissions 
 

Most Frequently Asked Questions 
 

I BTech Admissions-2024 
 

General 
Q1. Is your College Autonomous or Affiliated? 

A1. We are an affiliated College to JNTUH, Hyderabad. 

Q2. What is the Tuition Fee of your College? 

A2. The TAFRC has fixed the Tuition Fee to Rs 75,000 per annum from the Academic Year 2022-23. 

Q3. Do you have a College run Hostel?  

A3. No, However the College is located in Vinay Nagar Colony, Saidabad, Hyderabad which is the  

heart of the City. There are many privately run Hostels around the college at a walkable distance 

in which most Students residing are from BRECW. 

Q4. Do you have a College run Transportation? 

A4. No, However the College is located in Vinay Nagar Colony, Saidabad, Hyderabad which is the heart 

of the City. We are very well reachable through all the public and private means of transport. 
 

B-Category/Management Admissions 

Q1. Is it possible to get Direct admission in Management Quota by paying Donation? 

A1. No, The Admission for Management Quota is Strictly through the guidelines issued by Chairman, 
TSCHE in merit order based on the  
Priority-1) JEE-Main Rank 
Priority-2) TSEAPCET Rank 
Priority-3) Aggregate % in IPE/10+2 not < 45% 
 

Q2. Which rank in the JEE-Main Result will be considered for the merit list? 

A2. Common Rank List(CRL) will be considered for merit list.  

Q3. Is Fee reimbursement applicable for a B-Category seat? 

A3. Fee reimbursement is not applicable for a B-Category seat. 

Q4. What is the process of allotting B-Category/Management Seats? 

A4. Please note the following steps in the process of allotting B-Category/Management Seats: 

   Step1. We publish an Admission Notification in News papers 

   Step2. Receiving of filled in Applications in person by the Student along with her Parent for a     

              week or more until the Last date.  

   Step3. Display of Merit list and Allotment schedule in the order of  Priority-1) JEE-Main Rank,   

               Priority-2) TSEAPCET Rank, Priority-3) Aggregate % in IPE/10+2 not < 45%    

   Step4 .Open Counselling for Allocation of Seats as per the schedule given in the merit list. 
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Q5. Is there a separate application submission for each branch? 

A5. No, You need to submit only one application form. Based on the merit order in the merit list you will 
have the opportunity to choose your branch during the B-Category counselling.  

Q6. How will we know that Admission Notification for Management Seat allotment is published?  

A6. Whenever we publish an Admission Notification in News papers, the notification, guidelines and 
application form will be uploaded to our College website www.brecw.ac.in on the same date.  

Q7. Is the application submission online or in person? 

A7. The filled in application must be submitted in person by the student along with her Parent. 

Q8. How many days will be given between the date of Admission Notification and Last date to  
submission? 

A8. 7 to 10 days   

Q9. Is it possible to change the branch after seat allotment through B-Category admission? 

A9. No, there is no internal sliding in  B-Category admission 

Q10. What are the Branchwise cut-off ranks for management Seat allotment in the Academic Year       
2023- 24? 

A10. The Branchwise cut-off Ranks for Management Seat allotment in the Academic Year 2023-24        
are given in the Table below.  

 

B-Category (Management Seat)through merit among the received 

applications with JEE(Main)-2023 

Branch  CSE  CSM ECE EEE IT 

First Rank 77088 164544 152288 637798 167460 

Last Rank 198210 277458 994650 779594 420484 
 

 

A-Category/Convenor Quota Admissions 
 

Q1. How much Tuition Fee I need to pay after reimbursement? 

A1. The Fee payable will be shown on your TSEAPCET seat allotment order 

Q2. Is it possible to change the branch after seat allotment through Counselling? 

A2. Change of branch is only possible through retrying in subsequent phases of counselling. The Allotted  

College does not have any authority to change the allotted branch. However best ranks will have an 

opportunity to apply for internal sliding after the last phase of counselling. Sliding is done as per the  

TSEAPCET Convenor guidelines. Any candidate who gets internal sliding will not be eligible for Fee 

reimbursement.  

Q3. What are the Categorywise and Branchwise cut-off Ranks of TSEAMCET for the Academic Year  

2023-24? 

A3. The Categorywise and Branchwise cut-off Ranks of TSEAMCET for the Academic Year 2023-24 is 

given in the Table below.  
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Cut-off Ranks A-Category(Convenor Seat) through TSEAMCET-2023 

Branch CSE  CSM ECE EEE IT 

Category First 
Rank 

Last 
Rank 

First 
Rank 

Last 
Rank 

First 
Rank 

Last 
Rank 

First 
Rank 

Last 
Rank 

First 
Rank 

Last 
Rank 

OC 9339 16883 16619 18573 22472 36742 44289 - 18778 32696 

EWS 14201 17887 14845 19324 26509 55240 63685 105172 19807 29164 

BC-A 20222 45357 49109 50191 41684 95896 108323 - 58099 84356 

BC-B 15341 28752 17456 32406 30787 66421 77547 120081 25771 65777 

BC-C 100890 - - - 49982 - - - 123993 - 

BC-D 14087 25328 13484 27987 28659 82985 56405 142753 26122 38700 

BC-E 17539 34684 32546 38071 42908 119924 - - 46159 93533 

SC 36593 53167 64313 86305 76234 155345 - - 53835 156365 

ST   40461 71093 75398 124028 63673 151843 104169 154856 87876 132890 
 

 

Q4. Can I apply for next phases of TSEAPCET Counselling even though a seat is allotted in the  

previous phase to get a better College/Branch?  

A4. Yes, you can apply as per the guidelines of TSEAPCET, Convenor. However, Please remember that  

once you are allotted a seat as per the options you gave in the next phase the allotted seat In the  

previous phase will be automatically canceled.  

Q5. What should I do to secure my seat after allotment in TSEAPCET Counselling in phases before the   

final phase? 

A5. You must Login to your TSEAPCET account and Complete self reporting and fee payment online to 

secure your seat after allotment in TSEAPCET Counselling phases before the final phase. 

Q6. Is it mandatory to report physically to the allotted College in TSEAPCET Counselling for the phases 

before the final phase? 

A6. You can visit the allotted College if you wish, however  you must Login to your TSEAPCET account, 

Complete self reporting and fee payment online to secure your seat after allotment in TSEAPCET  

Counselling phases before the final phase. However you must physically report to the allotted College 

and submit the Inter/10+2 Original Transfer Certificate to confirm your seat allotment in the final 

phase.  

Q7. If I have paid the tution fee for the allotted college online in a TSEAPCET Counselling phase but due  

to some reason doesn’t want that seat, how do I get the refund?    

A7. Please note that you paid the tution fee online to the Convenor, TSEAPCET and not to the  Allotted 

college. You must read the refund rules in the allotment Order thoroughly.  

Q8. What will happen to the higher fee amount paid in the previous phase if I was allotted your college in 

the current phase? How do I get the refund ?    

A8. Please note that you paid the tution fee online to the Convenor, TSEAPCET and not to the Allotted 

college. However based on the present and previous allotted colleges tuition fee it will be mentioned 

in the allotment order as fee payable or refunded.  You must read the refund rules in the allotment 

order thoroughly. 
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Spot Admissions 

 

Q1. What is the eligibility criteria for Spot Admissions?  

A1. You must not have taken any other admission in any other course and you must have all your Original  

Certificates particularly Inter/10+2 TC with you.   

Q2. Is it possible to get Direct admission through Spot admission by paying Donation? 

A2. No, The Spot Admissions are allotted Strictly through the guidelines issued by Convenor, TSEAPCET in 

merit order based on the Priority-1) TSEAPCET Rank,  Priority-2) Aggregate % in IPE/10+2 not < 45%.   

Q3. When will the Spot Admissions be conducted? 

A3. Spot Admissions are conducted as per the guidelines issued by Convenor, TSEAPCET after the final 

phase of TSEAPCET counselling and internal sliding.  

Q4. How will we know that Admission Notification for Spot Admissions is published?  

A4. Whenever we publish an Admission Notification in News papers, the notification, guidelines and  

application form will be uploaded to our College website www.brecw.ac.in on the same date.  

Q5. Is the application submission online or in person? 

A5. The filled in application must be submitted in person by the student along with her Parent. 

Q6. How many days will be given between the date of Admission Notification and Last date to 

submission? 

A6. 2 to 3 days 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 


